Another point the author makes is about religious frictions in Sicily. There might be some anger if your kid switches Churches, but jeez—nobody really seemed to care about the Orthodox/Catholic distinction—they never saw any friction—just different families go to different churches. If the author wanted to sell conflict in Sicily—he would’ve been much better to focus on the staggering unemployment of the islands intelligent and well-educated youth—it's the real “mafia” story of Italy—politicians are protecting people with money and jobs and keeping the young in a 5-10 year hold. Here you will find books about Sicily travel and guides and guidebooks for Sicily, the largest island in the Mediterranean. Small and easily portable, Top 10 books give you the best of everything from where to eat and stay to what to see and do. 02 of 10. DK Eyewitness Travel Guides Sicily. Amazon. Susan Lloyd’s travels and encounters give the reader an insight into Sicilian culture and traditions. Especially interesting are her descriptions of festivals and events. This is another of my favorites. 06 of 10. Sicily, Three Thousand Years of Human History. Joe Palisi, an Italy Travel reader, recommends this book by Sandra Benjamin for anyone who has Sicilian roots or is interested in learning more about Sicily. Insight Guides Sicily (Tr has been added to your Cart. Add to Cart. Buy Now.Â Insight Guides wherever possible uses local experts who provide insider know-how and share their love and knowledge of the destination. Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start overPage 1 of 1.Â This is a very pretty book and about twice as long but predominantly culture and history oriented. Read more. Audrey C. 5.0 out of 5 starsGreat overview of Sicily. 2 October 2019 - Published on Amazon.com. Verified Purchase. Great pictures, clear written text/maps and good overview of Sicily. Also a comprehensive further reading list. Highly recommended!